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VASHON PARK DISTRICT (VPD) BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

MEETING MINUTES 
Teleconference, 7:00 pm 

DATE: Tuesday, April 12, 2022  

 

Commissioners attending: Bob McMahon, Keith Prior, Sarah George, Hans Van Dusen. Josh Henderson absent. 

Staff attending: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 

 

ISSUE DISCUSSION AND OUTCOME FOLLOW UP 

Call To Order – 
Review Agenda 

Josh called the meeting to order at 7:00 and reviewed the agenda.  

Public Comment   

3.22.22 Minutes; 
3.18.22 – 4.7.22 
Preliminary 
Vouchers 

Sarah: Motion to approve the 3.22.22 Minutes and 3.18.22 – 4.7.22 Preliminary Vouchers. 
Keith: Second. 
Pass 5-0 

Motion to 
approve the 
3.22.22 
Minutes and 
3.18.22 – 4.7.22 
Preliminary 
Vouchers. Pass 
5-0 

Troll Elaine: When I last reported on the Troll project, I informed you that the project was put off to next year but that the 
artist, Thomas Dambo, had selected 8 of the 10 locations throughout the Puget Sound region. Pt Robinson is still a 
strong consideration for one of his last two choices.  
You also probably recall that, when this was first presented to us, we were only expected to offer the location (which 
would include insurance) and provide light maintenance. There was also a requirement that we contribute $25,000 in 
fundraising, but that was being waived in addition to other requirements that we help source the materials and 
organize volunteers. The Scan Design Committee was going to cover the full fee and source the other requirements.  
The committee invited me to a meeting a couple weeks ago to discuss the latest developments. Turns out the 
committee is not covering the requirements, after all. The site location organization is expected to be responsible for 
the full fee of $100k, although Scan Design said they could probably chip in $25k; shipping costs; travel and housing 
for the artist and his team; transportation logistics and cost; sourcing the material; and full project management. I said 
it is unfortunate this won’t work for us, then. 
They determined that they would try to find the funds and a project manager to handle all this within a couple 
months. Something tells me this will not materialize. If they do secure the funds and a project manager to manage all 
this, are you comfortable with us signing the contract? Theoretically, we are on the hook for the whole thing if 
anything falls through. 
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Bob: There is nothing to be gained for us. The troll is not a permanent fixture. We would not gain anything permanent 
by agreeing to this.  
Elaine: We don’t need to make a decision right now, but I wanted you to be aware of the current issues. 
Hans: There are three entities. There’s the artist and his team; the Scan design group; and the landowner – VPD. Over 
what geography does this cover? 
Elaine: The Puget Sound region. 
Hans: Who would the contract be between? 
Elaine: The artist and us.  
Hans: Scan Design has nothing to do with the contract? 
Elaine: That seems to be the case.  
Hans: My perspective hasn’t changed. VPD is a willing site, and no more than that. It’s not clear what the contract 
would say, but our contribution would only be the land.  
Bob: The contract should not have us be responsible for any more than what we are willing to do – land, insurance, 
and light maintenance.  
Sarah: It does not align with our mission. It doesn’t feel right that VPD would pay for an art project that is not an 
islander. $75k is what we pay for the Commons Agreement, and that’s a problem for us. Why would we pay that for a 
troll? 
Josh: I agree it doesn’t make sense.  
Elaine: I believe this is supposed to come together by June 1, so I’ll keep you posted.  
Bob: It would make more sense for a larger entity.  
Elaine: That seems to be the case for the other locations – larger park entities.  
Hans: I’m all for it but as originally agreed to.  

Accounting Elaine: A couple meetings ago, I informed you that Sue, our bookkeeper, is retiring end of June. She presently works M 
– F but only 6 hours a day. You approved that we increase the position to FT + add a part-time office assistant role at 
$21.00 per hour for 5 hours a day. That role was basically customer service, record keeping, and assisting Eric with 
Recreation programming. 
Per policy, I ran the Bookkeeper ad in the Beachcomber for two weeks and did not receive a single response. Upon 
discussing this with our accountant, Marie Browne, she said her accounting firm could take on the big pieces of Sue’s 
job, like payroll, ap, and invoicing for a considerably lower rate than we would be paying for a full-time bookkeeper, 
plus we wouldn’t be paying benefits – all told, up to $40,000 less. I currently have an RFP out in keeping with bidding 
requirements, so others could apply, but it’s doubtful anyone can compete with Marie’s proposal, since she currently 
does all our high-end accounting work, including our government report filing. 
So, I reconsidered the office assistant position, adding HR oversight and some light preparatory bookkeeping. Upon 
benchmarking the fuller responsibilities, the average wage was $22.87 – up from the approved $21 per hour. This 
needs your approval. With the increased hours, wages, and benefits to that position plus sourcing out our general 
accounting, the total savings to the District would be @ $20,000 relative to the previous arrangement. 
Bob: As treasurer, I have to approve the bills. Would that still happen with this arrangement? 
Elaine: Yes, I could see the office assistant handling that. All the processes will remain the same. 
Josh: Is there anything the accountant would not be doing? 
Elaine: The office assistant would do the bill routing, so the internal record-keeping would stay with us. The bulk of 
Sue’s job would go to the accountant.  
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Keith: Are you currently using Quickbooks online?  
Elaine: Yes.  
Keith: I was treasurer of Gold Beach and cleaned up the accounting system. I turned it over to Marie Browne. I think 
it’s a good idea. We implemented ACH, so the dues can be paid directly electronically. It all reduced our workload. 
Outsourcing is a wise decision – with oversight from you.  
Elaine: Marie set up our entire accounting system. When I first started here, our accounting was a mess. She has done 
a great job for us.  
Hans: I am supportive of expanding the office assistant position to increase our outreach of recreation programming.  
Elaine: Yes, there will be a lot of that.  
Hans: Do you see it as a program manager? Or assistant program manager? 
Elaine: I call it office assistant, because so much is customer service related, like ordering office supplies, managing the 
machines, and doing Eric’s busy work.  
Hans: I wonder if a Program Coordinator, then. You want to be transparent about the office-related items, but you 
want to caste the net that makes it look interesting. Program Coordinator sounds cooler. I am supportive of the rec 
programs being more robustly rolled out and promoted. I would want us to recruit to that. If you think the wage 
should be higher, we can talk about, too. 
Elaine: The $22.87 was pretty thoroughly benchmarked. I’ll probably do both Beachcomber and Indeed. 
Hans: I move we adjust the wage for the Office Assistant position to $22.87. 
Sarah: Second.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Motion to 

adjust the 

wage for the 

Office 

Assistant 

position to 

$22.87. 
 

Dog Park  Elaine: At the last meeting, in discussing our CIP plan and what has and has not been addressed, I mentioned that I 
had heard there was some progress being made on a dog park on Vashon. There is a newly formed non-profit on 
Vashon called FIDO (which stands for Friends Into Dogs Organization), working with Joe McDermott to find an 
appropriate location. You asked me to look further into it and report back at this meeting. Their response was that 
they would like to do a presentation for you at the May 24 Board meeting.  
Hans: Presumably with a county location in mind? 
Elaine: We’ll find out! 

 
 
 
 
 

Pool Grant  Elaine: Also at the last meeting, when we were discussing the CIP plan and specifically the pool, we noted that most 
of the small items have been or will be addressed with small grants. We discussed the larger pool items, like 
resurfacing the deck, redoing the drainage, etc., and Bob noted that we really should think about doing all that in the 
context of a permanent enclosed facility and getting away from the Dome. You asked about significant grant programs 
for pools, and I mentioned the new KC Aquatics facility grant. You wanted more information on that.  
The last grant cycle was in 2021, and it was funded by the 2019 KC levy for parks.  

 Projects were capped at $5 million for the grant amount or 25% of the total project cost, whichever was smaller. 

 Grants up to $2m required a 50% match (so a $4m project); grants up to $5m would represent no more than 25% 
of the project cost (so, conceivably a $5m grant would be in the context of a $20m project).  

 Eligible projects included new facilities, renovation of an existing facility, and land acquisition. 
No commitment has yet been made for the next grant cycle, but the talk is 2023 – 2024 and every two years 
thereafter. It might be something to plan for when we update our CIP plan. 2023 might be too soon, since we are 
getting the new dome, which should be good for 5 years. There are other grants through RCO, which usually require a 
50% match. And the KC grant also offers a feasibility study. 
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All District Meeting Elaine: Bob and I met with the other Vashon taxing agencies on Tuesday evening, the 29th. We have been meeting 
pretty much quarterly with our next meeting to be scheduled in the fall as the new tax rates come out and budgeting 
is underway. This meeting was just us, the Fire District, and the Healthcare District, although we always invite schools 
and cemetery. 
Eric Pryne of the Healthcare District started out by stating that the King County assessed value forecast just came out 
for 2023 and indicated a 12% property value increase county-wide and 14% for unincorporated KC. This points to 
erosion in the taxing rates next year and will leave more room for pro-rationing to be unlikely. 
The Fire District reported that 2023 will be the last year they can raise their rate to the 6% maximum. They are 
currently at $1.36 and anticipate being at $1.40 next year after accounting for erosion.  

 Staffing is their greatest challenge right now, as you may have read about in the recent Beachcomber. The article 
stated that the Board and staff are deeply divided about this, as those in favor feel they are dangerously 
understaffed, yet those opposed state that staffing up would result in labor being 81% of their budget and could 
bankrupt them.  

 They are also planning on a main station building expansion. They will not need another station, as a result. This 
should be a 3 station island – the main station; one on Maury (they are looking at the old driving range to build a 
new one and sacrificing the Dockton station); and one in Burton. 

I reported on our lid lift from the legislative bill yielding a 13.6% increase to our levy revenue after having lost 11.5% 
from pro-rationing. We appear to be protected from pro-rationing until the bill expires end of 2026, even with library 
and roads lid lifts. We would not be protected if we’re back in the $5.90 structure – we will be hammered from KC lid 
lifts, so clearly we will have get that bill renewed when the time comes. I then just reported on our projects and 
recreation programming underway. 
The Healthcare District is discussing building a new clinic due to significant deficiencies in the present building. They 
also want to be closer to town. A planning committee has been formed to plan this over the next 7 months. Also, due 
to growth, they want funds in place for 3 FT providers. In total, they are looking at needing $10.6 - $12.6m. Seamar 
has a $3m grant for the capital needs. They are also looking at a state appropriation for $2m; federal funds for $5m; 
donations; and a bond for construction next year. They plan to have their LOC paid off in 2.5 years. All this with no 
planned increase to their levy rate.  

 

Wingehaven Ivy 
Remediation 
Project 

Elaine: The bid process closed last week, and we are working to get under contract. The budget for this was $30,000, 
and the bid came in at $28,262. The priority for the project is to address all the trees with a 3’ base cleared around 
them. Next priority is lancing all the holly. And the last priority is addressing the ground ivy. This bid will buy us 
addressing all the trees, and all the invasives and ground ivy in Area 1 (if you look at the attached map). As you can 
see, that addresses about 1/8 of the total park. I asked for a quote from the contractor for addressing the full park, 
but he felt he couldn’t quote it until he gets into the project.  
I have been working with the Land Trust and the KC Healthy Lands Project folks for help with the scope and thoroughly 
understanding how to do this right. They said we are really looking at about $100k - $120k for the project total, but it 
should be done in phases – killing the invasives first, then replanting with native species. I am attempting to gather 
volunteers to help out in addition to securing funding from King County for the current project.  
My assumption is that a thorough clearing of all invasives, as long as the contractor is mobilized, would be around 
double this budget. What are your thoughts about increasing the budget to do a more thorough job once we get that 
amount? We have about $1.2 million in reserves at this point. 
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Keith: What is the methodology? 
Elaine: It includes herbicides. They spray the ground cover and inject the tree ivy.  
Hans: That’s the input from KC and the Land Trust? 
Elaine: Yes, and input from the contractors when we were at the site visit. The contractor we will be using is Garden 
Cycles. You can go to his website. He made the analogy to cancer – you either go through chemo or die.  
When Karen met with a contractor to get a sense for the budget, he said the same thing. You have to use herbicides, 
or you don’t get rid of it.  
Josh: When we initially spoke about this, it seemed it’s not a question of if the ivy comes back, it’s a question of when 
it comes back. My interest is in restoring Wingehaven. It would be worthwhile. Does the contractor have experience 
working on a project of this scale? 
Elaine: Him and the other two contractors are on our small works roster now, as they were recommended by KC. They 
do all the KC parks. His references were KC, Seattle Parks, etc. All big scale, and this is how they do it.  
Hans: It makes sense to leverage this opportunity to get the most impact. 
Sarah: What about the surrounding land that is full of ivy? How will that affect future maintenance? 
Elaine: It is an ongoing process. We will likely have to budget for this regularly. And this is just the tip of the iceberg. 
The contractors at the site visit said Vashon as a whole is a mess. They said often when the neighboring properties see 
the outcome of projects like this, it often inspires them to do something about their own. You see a lot of trickle 
down. They get a lot of work from neighboring properties after major park projects. 
Sarah: It would be good to let the neighbors know. 
Elaine: I did reach out to the people who bought the Winge property about volunteering for this, and they are getting 
the word out to the neighbors. I also put out a Facebook posting.  
Hans: We can tap into other service groups for volunteers. 
Elaine: I have reached out to the Land Trust. 
Sarah: And the high school, except the herbicide might be an issue. 
Elaine: I spoke with the contractor about using volunteers. He would use them for the prep work – removing native 
plants like nettles and replanting them.  
Josh: We can promote while looking for volunteers – letting people know that ivy is an island-wide problem.  
Elaine: We spoke about doing a Beachcomber article. 
Bob: It is in our best interest to take care of our properties. We can’t let those trees die. I think we need to think about 
being more thorough. 
Elaine: I’ll report back when I get solid numbers. 

Staff Reports BARC Cement Pump Track Project 
Elaine: The project got mobilized today with getting the grounds organized. Groundbreaking will be early next week. 
Completion is estimated to be June 17. 
 
Fern Cove Painting Project 
Elaine: We met with 3 contractors at the site visit 2 weeks ago. They did a thorough job evaluating rotten boards that 
need to be replaced and prep work to be done. Bids were due yesterday, and the low bidder came in at $25k (we 
budgeted $22k, so we were close). We took a good hard look at the Carriage House, which is the first thing guests see 
when they drive in. It is in serious need of painting, has a good deal of rot, and two broken windows. We did an add-
on to the bid to address the Carriage House, and that came in at an additional $13k. This would need your approval.  
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Bob: Motion to add the $13k add-on for the Carriage House. 
Hans: Second. 
Keith: Motion to suspend the rules. 
Bob: Second. 
Pass 5-0. 
Motion: Pass 5-0. 
 
Point Robinson Septic Design RFQ  
Elaine: The RFQ was out for about three weeks with responses due 3/31. We received no responses, so I reposted it 
through Builder’s Exchange. That is due April 27. If I don’t get any responses, I may have to just hire somebody. 
Keith: Check with Bruce Haulman. He just had an extensive septic put in a couple years ago. 
 
Josh: At the last meeting, you all discussed when we might return to in-person meetings, and you wanted my input. I 
think it is great to have the flexibility to remote in. But I don’t want to create a burden in having a mixed approach. 
Somebody has to babysit the device. It creates a weird dynamic. We would also have to spend a lot of money on a 
video system.  
Keith: I think we should stick with being remote at least until summertime due to the uptick on the island. I would 
prefer in person eventually. But for now, we need to stay safe. 
Hans: Hybrid is my least favorite. I am more interested in in-person, but the other three seemed to prefer staying 
remotely for now.  

Motion to add 
the $13k add-
on to address 
the Carriage 
House. Pass 5-
0. 
Motion to 
suspend the 
rules. Pass 5-0 

Adjourn 
8:00 pm 

Bob: Motion to Adjourn 
Keith: Second 
Pass 5-0 

 

Minutes by: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 


